The objective is to automate the design of residential layouts as an aid for planners dealing with complex situations. The algorithm COULD, applied to sites with various shapes, is guided by the goal of many mutually accessible residences and can be set to generate orthogonal or irregular road layouts. Using biological principles of genomic equivalence, conditional differentiation and induction, it grows from an embryonic 'adaptive cell' into a plan. Cells are 'genetically identical' with full development potential and can simultaneously lay roads and residential lots, using the gene set to change cell expression and adapt to local contexts. Cells can be seen as self-propagating agents that sort out their dependencies through local interactions.
Introduction
Current residential layout design is based on ideas and manual processes that are already well supported by computer applications. This study seeks to establish that automated planning can go further, not only by satisfying quantified objectives but also Environment and Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science First published date: January-31-2017 (online) DOI: 10.1177/2399808317690156 2 by exploring multiple goals, constraints and site configurations. It should be able to cope with specifications extending beyond the residential lots and roads, considered in this study, to associated infrastructure.
The purpose is to develop a flexible algorithm for planning a residential layout to fill a regular or irregular suburban space. Within the spatial constraints, implementation is guided by the goals of increasing the number of residential blocks and improving accessibility between residences. However these goals are often in conflict, so that a single compromise objective function is needed (Section 2.1).
The aim in developing an autonomous method of urban design has not been to replace existing methods but to generate novel plans that meet density and accessibility requirements. An automated system capable of innovating can help planners and designers deal with complex interplays between numerous elements and explore options to overcome 'potential limitations of "conventional wisdom" and "design fixation"' (Bentley, 1999: 42) .
Network modelling
Models to analyse the growth and use of networks were reviewed by Xie and Levinson (2009) who noted the development of simulations to study the historical evolution of various complex networks. Koenig and Bauriedel (2009) paid particular attention to the control parameters in simulating with cellular automata but saw their paper as a contribution 'to the search for a general generative explanation of the evolution of Environment and Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science First published date: January-31-2017 (online) DOI: 10.1177/2399808317690156 3 certain regional and urban settlement structures.' They noted the introduction of randomness in such simulations but were wary of it, mentioning Batty's (2005) view of random variables as equivalent to suddenly appearing innovations. Strano et al. (2012) took the search for generative explanation further with their precise mathematical representation of processes governing the evolution of a road network. In modelling Milan for 200 years they showed the significance of (i) increasing road density around existing centres and (ii) roads triggering the expansion of the urbanisation front. They characterised the features observed in Milan as 'morphogenetic behaviour that they appear to share with many living organisms and other natural systems'.
Subsequently Marshall and Sutton (2014) took the important step of applying simulation to create new network layouts. In particular, they used random selection of the next location to generate each additional road. Under varying street layout rules, their procedure results in a novel mixture of regular and irregular (but orthogonal) grids to fill a specified space. Zhao et al. (2015) focus on population's role in stimulating the growth of the road system. A new network is generated by solving a series of location problems. The authors show the importance of measures of betweenness centrality, circuitness and treeness.
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Biological analogy and creativity
This paper employs biological analogy in modelling but not in the sense of Tero et al. (2010) who use a growing slime mould to simulate part of the Tokyo transport network.
The analogies here are primarily at the cellular level, without drawing on the behaviour of any living organism.
Evolutionary algorithms, especially genetic algorithms, have had great success in mimicking nature's ability to adapt (e.g. Cao et al., 2011; Fogel, 1998; Porta et al., 2013; Tuhus-Dubrow and Krarti, 2010; Yang, 2014) . The irony is that optimising algorithms are designed to converge to the fittest solutions while natural processes not only produce better solutions but also diversity and novelty. One purpose of this study is to show that an automated land use design system can be 'creative' by imitating and exploiting nature's ability to generate divergent outcomes.
An indication that an algorithm is 'creative', with novel design solutions, is whether it changes the configuration of the search space -the number of variables and their relationships (Bentley and Corne, 2002; Gero, 1995) . Modifying the search space opens possibilities that have not been specified, leading to novel results that go beyond the recombination of parameters. The algorithm is able to produce original solutions that have not been predetermined. Otherwise the space traversed by the search algorithm may be prescribed and defined, with a constant number of variables and relationships between them. This limits the candidate solutions that can be reached.
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Variables and relationships may be switched on and off but the search is still in a predefined space, with the structures of the solutions limited by human prescription.
Features of our proposed model
The specific goal of our research is to develop a vector-based (as opposed to raster-based) application COULD (COmputational Urban Layout Design) which can automatically create original road and land-use plans for residential sites within geometrical and topological constraints. It decides how a site is divided into residential lots and roads to achieve good spatial structure. Although it can improve existing designs, COULD is mainly intended to be a system that can generate 'entirely new designs starting from little or nothing …, and be guided purely by functional performance criteria' (Bentley, 1999: 39) . Hard coding of human knowledge has been avoided as much as possible and the focus has been on identifying a short list or set of inputs that can generate original designs. The end product is flexible enough to deal with most problems, rather than needing a specific solution for each situation. It can design for a regular or irregular site, with or without existing obstacles such as lakes or nature reserves.
Some preliminary results were presented in Sun et al. (2014)  The macroscopic structure of the design emerging from bottom-up through local interactions among agents -the adaptive cells -makes COULD creative.
Many comparable applications use procedure-based top-down approaches (Section 5.3). Generative methods are commonly used, e.g. rewriting systems such as L-systems and shape grammars (Mitchell, 1990; Prusinkiewicz et al., 1990 ). The first goal is to maximize land lots to meet population needs and generate revenue.
Roads laid out in a tree structure provide the best topology to minimize road costs and maximize the usable land area. Not all tree layouts are efficient but the design with the maximum number of lots will inevitably have a tree topology, often containing cul-deEnvironment and Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science First published date: January-31-2017 (online) DOI: 10.1177/2399808317690156 8 sacs which require less roads (Southworth and Ben-Joseph, 2003) . These may be liked by some residents (Koohsari et al., 2015) but fewer roads make land parcels less accessible and cul-de-sacs are often criticised for increasing travel distances (Frank et al., 2006; Randall and Baetz, 2001 ). Thus maximising dwelling lots is not the only goal.
The second goal is to maximize accessibility, measured as straightness centrality (Crucitti et al., 2006) . Streets shaped by traffic engineers generally favour automobiles over other users, so that accessibility of pedestrians and cyclists has been sacrificed (Southworth and Ben-Joseph, 2003) ; this is reflected in urban forms. In many cases, the lack of integration between transport and land use has created 'the vicious cycle of
[urban] sprawl and car dependence feeding one another' (Cervero and Sullivan, 2011: 210) . The objective function is formulated so that COULD automatically generates spatial structure that promotes active transport, such as walking and cycling, to reduce car dependency. It does so by reducing distances between points of the network since pedestrians and cyclists are sensitive to distance (Atash, 1994; Aultman-Hall et al., 1997; Hottenstein et al., 1997; Randall and Baetz, 2001 ).
The balance between number of residential blocks and accessibility between residences is achieved in the objective function (Equation 1) that guides the stochastic search in COULD. It is used directly to calculate fitness scores without further transformation.
where,
H -The number of houses in the solution;
C avg -The average straightness centrality of the solution (Vragović et al., 2005) . For each pair of residential lots, the straightness centrality is the ratio of to ;
-Euclidean (straight line) distance between land lots i and j;
-The shortest network distance between land lots i and j ( Figure 7) ; N -The number of countable lots. N and H do not cancel each other because N excludes pairs of lots from the same cul-de-sac. Such pairs would score close to 1 in centrality; their exclusion imposes a downward bias on the centrality value Cavg, but limits the growth of cul-de-sacs.
In Equation 1, high average straightness centrality of the lots indicates good connectivity, which has been shown to promote walking within the neighbourhood (Hajrasouliha and Yin, 2015; Hooper et al., 2015) . However, higher centrality requires more roads which decrease the space available for lots.
Layout design optimizing problems are generally NP-Hard, which means they do not have known efficient solutions (Drira et al., 2007) . The topological complexity of the road network and dependency between its elements and residential lots pose Environment and Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science First published date: January-31-2017 (online) DOI: 10.1177/2399808317690156 10 modelling difficulties. Changes can have ripple effects on other parts of the network; for example, deletion of a road section might leave roads or lots disconnected. The interplay between residential lots and roads raises the question of which should be treated first.
Resolution of the land-first or road-first problem
Marshall (2009) roads could follow some of the subdivision boundaries. In route propagation, roads propagate into space and define the spatial structure.
Footprint formation
Footprint formation is naturally implemented in raster based applications. Hillier and Hanson (1984) use an abstract footprint formation model to simulate the organic growth of urban space. It is essentially built on grid cells but achieving realistic shapes for both land and roads is challenging for raster based applications (Wickramasuriya et al., 2011) , partly because grouping cells into reasonably shaped land lots and interconnected roads is complex. In contrast, shape control is easier and probably more computationally efficient in vector-based applications because of their parametric nature.
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Plot subdivision
The slicing structure (Tam, 1992; Wu and Appleton, 2002) , which prescribes how to partition a space, is a classic example of plot subdivision. Most existing vector based land subdivision programs belong in this group (e.g. Dahal and Chow, 2014; Vanegas et al., 2009; Wickramasuriya et al., 2011 ) although they do not use the term slicing structure. Compared to the grid cell approach, it is easier to control shapes with a slicing structure. When applied to an urban layout the cuts could be turned into a road network (Vanegas et al., 2009 ). However Dahal and Chow (2014) had difficulty in getting a slicing structure to produce sinuous roads and multiple cul-de-sacs.
Route propagation and the branching tree
Examples of route propagation are L-systems which can evolve an acyclic street layout through rewriting grammars (Hemberg et al., 2008; Prusinkiewicz et al., 1990 ). Parish and Müller (2001) developed modifications so that they could use L-systems to model loops in the street network. A branching tree method (essentially a form of route propagation) was initially developed for this study but was not adopted for the reasons stated in the next section. 
Challenges with two step processes and the resolution

Formulation of the adaptive cell and its biological inspiration
The adaptive cells of our software enable layout generation in one step. They comprise geometric components, roads and centroids that may generate lots or roads (Section 3.1), and the genotype consisting of a set of rules determining how cells interact (Section 3.3).
The one type of adaptive cell adapts to any situation in the urban structure, like stem cells with a fixed genome differentiating to fit their surroundings (Slack, 2013) .
Adaptive cells can self-reproduce so that the structure grows like a plant (Section 3.2), although roads and dwellings that do not improve accessibility can be pruned. The COULD was developed using the Aimsun software package (www.aimsun.com) designed for traffic simulation but used here to construct road networks and calculate shortest paths. Our code was written in C++ through Aimsun's software development kit (SDK).
The structure of the adaptive cell
The adaptive cell carries the potential to grow new roads and residential lots that are implemented as and when needed, giving the whole structure flexibility to fit the topography and any reservations or obstructions. It parallels the adaptability of cells in developing organisms which has been explored by a number of writers, including
Carroll (2011), Desvoyes et al. (2014 ), Fehér (2015 and Karr et al. (2012) . All cells have the same development potential but the spatial expression is determined by local context (neighbouring cells, natural obstacles and site boundaries) and will continue to change as the structure develops. Smaller or even non-fixed angles could be used. Because COULD works on spacing rather than lot shapes, it tends to produce irregular land lots (Section 5). It can be forced to produce more regular shapes by making buds 2,4,7,9 void so that growth will be orthogonal (Figure 3 ).
Cell propagation during development
COULD deals with challenges in stepwise fashion akin to natural development. The genotype does not need to be a rigid blueprint prescribing every component, which is difficult for systems with many variables. Just as nature does not start with complete solutions but grows them from embryos, COULD starts from one or more seed cells that gradually grow into a mature solution (Figure 3 ). Dependencies between elements are sorted out progressively during development. 
Genotype to phenotype mapping
The distinction between phenotype and genotype and the generative nature of the genotype is an important feature of the adaptive cell. Phenotype is the physical solution and genotype is its coded counterpart, or the genetic package in biological terms Environment and Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science First published date: January-31-2017 (online) DOI: 10.1177/2399808317690156 17 (Bentley, 1999; Cooper and Hausman, 2013) . In biology, genotype interacts with the environment to produce a phenotype to suit the context (Klug et al., 2013) . Some computer algorithms do not separate the two and those that do often use one-to-one mapping (Bentley, 1999) , meaning that a genotype acts like a blueprint describing every variable and dependency in the phenotype. This makes sizes of genotype and phenotype correlated, in terms of number of variables.
One-to-one mapping does not exist in natural organisms (Bentley and Kumar, 1999 ) and the mechanisms behind complex life are much simpler than might be expected (Carroll, 2011) . The fact that the human genome does not contain many more genes than that of a simple plant (Arabidopsis) and only about double that of the roundworm (Centre for Genetics Education, 2013) suggests that natural genotypes are scale-free, which enables a small number of common elements to create immense diversity through 'the power of combinatorial logic in biology' (Carroll, 2011: 120) .
Following the same path, COULD decouples the sizes of the genotype and phenotype in order to create much from little. Instead of a step-by-step manual as in the slicing structure (Section 2.2.2), the genotype contains rules for local interaction (Section 3.5) through which the outcome is produced.
The procedure of growing the layout is path dependent and guided by a single genotype. At every step the plan is modified on the basis of the new possibilities Environment and Planning B: Urban Analytics and City Science First published date: January-31-2017 (online) DOI: 10.1177/2399808317690156 18 revealed and within the limitations resulting from the preceding operations. The changes are dynamic along the way, especially when stochasticity is involved.
In the language of the relatively new science of evolutionary developmental (evo-devo) biology (Carroll, 2011) , the unchanging genotype of COULD and its changing phenotype make it purely developmental (devo).
Genomic equivalence and conditional differentiation
Genomic equivalence and conditional differentiation in COULD, with all adaptive cells carrying the same genetic package and full developmental potential, enable flexible development. Conditional differentiation complements genomic equivalence by determining which subset of genes to express and how and where to express them to produce a form that suits the situation. The full developmental potential remains so that a cell always has more possibilities than its current state and it is ready to change its physical form whenever the neighbouring cells change.
Differentiated cells need to be organised spatially to form a functional structure. The fate of living embryonic cells (their eventual form) is determined progressively during development (Hodge, 2010; Slack, 2013) ; their potentials are broad at the start and become narrower as development proceeds. Similarly, the adaptive cells change form during development and the potential for subsequent change tends to be reduced due to the constraints imposed by what is already in place. It is difficult to predetermine which part of the genotype will need to be expressed at what time so that the combination of genomic equivalence and conditional differentiation gives the robustness and flexibility that underpin the ability to adapt. The induction mechanisms discussed in the next section ensure that differentiation is context sensitive.
Induction
Induction is a term applied in various fields to particular types of inference or influence.
In this study, partly following the usage in biology, induction is the determination of a 
Lateral inhibition
Lateral inhibition is a competitive process important to pattern formation in nature and to this method of residential layout design. Cells differentiating early will inhibit differentiation in adjacent cells to ensure regular spacing. Similar things can be found during the growth of bird's feather or tree leaves (Wolpert et al., 2007) .
Lateral inhibition in COULD maintains cellular spacing; the road and land components of an existing cell can inhibit the growth of a new cell (entirely or partially)
within its effective range. In Figure 5 , a new cell on the left sprouts from the structure on the right. The residential lots on the right hand side (circled) of the new cell are suppressed by the existing land parcels. Figure 9 illustrates the type of layout achieved when 45º road bends or intersections are allowed. In this case, decisions on acceptance of each valid computation step were stochastic. The block boundary lines have been inserted as indicated in Section 3.1. This is a second round operation, using AutoCAD, after model development is complete.
Results and discussion
A square site with one entry was chosen for simplicity. Multiple entries can be handled by putting a seed cell at each one but a prior link between them is required because the algorithm will remove disconnected elements. The link could be hypothetical, to be discarded when the plan is completed. COULD can also cope with variable site shapes and topography, including natural obstacles as illustrated in Figure   6 (b). The capacity to generate much from little exhibited by COULD's bottom-up method could be seen as a type of emergence -when elements in a system interact to produce new properties that are qualitatively different to their simple sum (Holland, 1998; Taylor, 1992) . The separation between genotype and phenotype enables large complex phenotypes to emerge from a relatively small set of rules in the genotype.
Many (e.g. Bentley and Kumar, 1999; Dawkins, 1988; Hornby, 2003; Janssen, 2006; McCormack, 1993; Ulieru and Doursat, 2011) Dependencies between agents are negotiated so that their homogeneous rule set can produce heterogeneous physical forms. Although they are not mobile, the definition of 'a self-contained problem-solving system capable of autonomous, reactive, proactive, social behavior' is applicable (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1999) .
COULD was originally inspired by developmental biology so the biological analogy and its theoretical framework were pursued. With hindsight, the model is seen to have characteristics of a rewriting system such as L-systems or shape grammar. Most of COULD's operators could be expressed as rewriting rules. If COULD were to be formulated as a rewriting system more rules might be required to replace the single mechanism of conditional differentiation in order to specify what happens in each set of circumstances.
Connectivity and the amenity of plans generated
High straightness centrality is one of the two components of the fitness of residential might make neighbourhoods vulnerable to burglary (Beavon et al., 1994; Taylor and Gottfredson, 1986; White, 1990; Davies and Johnson, 2015) . Layouts produced by COULD are somewhat organic, achieve connectivity almost as high as a grid network (Sun et al., 2014) and could promote walkable and coherent communities. The winding roads, ringness, and (mostly short) cul-de-sacs make the layout somewhat unpredictable, which should not be a problem for residents familiar with their surroundings. On the contrary, the authors argue that this type of layout is more interesting than regular patterns such as grids. The irregularity makes it harder for outsiders to navigate, a possible inconvenience for visitors and delivery personnel but a deterrent to possible intruders (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1991) and likely to reduce through traffic.
Compared to lollypop patterns, it has more route choices, which should result in more evenly distributed internal traffic.
Comparison with top-down planning
Top-down methods of automated land subdivision include those presented by Dahal and In COULD's bottom-up approach there is no prescriptive subdivision. Although the adaptive cells are predefined the planned layout emerges purely as the result of the interaction between cells. Whereas the prescriptive systems achieve regularity in lot shapes but often struggle to achieve variety (Dahal and Chow, 2014; Wickramasuriya et al., 2011) , COULD generates varied road configurations and lot shapes but its designs are irregular even if the site is regular. To achieve regular blocks, orthogonality could be specified but then road bends and intersections would all be right angled due to the way the adaptive cells are constructed (Figures 3 and 6a) . In contrast, top-down methods generate regular designs for both irregular and regular sites, relying on human domain knowledge to specify ad hoc procedures for different sites.
If regularity is important then prescriptive procedures may be preferred.
However our intention is to get computers to generate novel designs -with features that are not foreseeable and are not implicitly coded by the designers. On the other hand,
procedures that generate novel plans may be unpredictable (Knight, 2003) . Results cannot be foreseen from inputs and a small change can cause a large shift in outcome. (Figure 11 ). An existing centroid could be chosen to mutate into a larger block by increasing its inhibition range. The location of the mutation could be random or based on some criterion such as high betweenness centrality.
a. b. 
Conclusion
To generate residential plans by bottom-up incremental generation instead of top-down subdivision, a method of autonomous 'creative design' has been developed. Each plan results from repeated application of operators at random locations, subject to rules and constraints. The goal of the computer search is to achieve many mutually accessible residences in any specified site; this goal could be modified or expanded and more constraints added.
The key element is the adaptive cell which simultaneously lays roads and residential blocks, using a gene set to change cell expression during development. The form of each added cell is determined by the emerging environment, including other In nature, complex phenotypes do not just appear; they evolve from simple forms. This principle is embodied in the adaptive cells developed for residential layout design by analogy with biological cells but these cells can also be viewed as selfpropagating agents that resolve their dependencies through local interactions. The biological analogy underlies the fixed set of decision rules in the genotype that can lead to many planning outcomes under varying circumstances. Rather than having to specify every variable and relationship as in one-to-one mapping, this generative genotype defines the development process.
Development is crucial to the diversity found in nature and in this planning model. This paper shows that complex residential layout designs can be artificially generated by just a small set of rules. The development process is not a simple genotype-phenotype mapping but a dynamic transformation in which structure emerges.
